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Abstract

In this paper we present a general theory of Π2-rules for systems of intuitionistic and modal
logic. We introduce the notions of Π2-rule system and of an Inductive Class, and provide model-
theoretic and algebraic completeness theorems, which serve as our basic tools. As an illustration
of the general theory, we analyse the structure of inductive classes of Gödel algebras, from a
structure theoretic and logical point of view. We show that unlike other well-studied settings
(such as logics, or single-conclusion rule systems), there are continuum many Π2-rule systems
extending LC “ IPC ` pp Ñ qq _ pq Ñ pq, and show how our methods allow easy proofs of the
admissibility of the well-known Takeuti-Titani rule. Our final results concern general questions
admissibility in LC: (1) we present a full classification of those inductive classes which are
inductively complete, i.e., where all Π2-rules which are admissible are derivable, and (2) show
that the problem of admissibility of Π2-rules over LC is decidable.

1 Introduction

In the analysis of modal and intuitionistic logical systems, most research has focused on sets
of theorems (sometimes called simply “logics”) and single-conclusion rule systems. Given a fixed
language L , Γ “ tφi : i ď nu a finite set of formulas and ψ a formula in this language, we write

Γ $ ψ

for a single-conclusion rule. In this setting, with such a rule we can associate a first-order formula

χpΓ, ψq :“ @xp
ľ

iďn

φipxq « 1 Ñ ψpxq « 1q

such that an algebraic model H validates the rule Γ $ ψ if and only if H ( χpΓ, ψq. These
systems have been studied in a variety of settings, and a rich theory, connecting universal algebra
and algebraic logic, has emerged out of their analysis (see e.g. [17]), which covers several classical
concepts, such as admissibility and structural completeness [20, 14, 11].

Nevertheless, more complex rules have also been considered for a long time: the pioneering
work of Gabbay [18] and Burgess [9], in axiomatising temporal logics, and the work of Takeuti
and Titani [24], in axiomatisations of first-order Gödel logic [4, 23], appear as early examples.
Equally relevant is the work on “Anti-Axioms” [25], and recent work axiomatising certain logics of
compact Hausdorff spaces and studying structural properties of these calculi [7, 8]. In all of these
cases, Π2-rules have been seen as an expedient way of obtaining axiomatisations for logical systems.
Notwithstanding, such rules have not been the object of systematic study, and their model-theoretic
and algebraic meaning has not been explored.
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This presents such an investigation, focusing on one hand on the development of a coherent
theory of Π2-rule systems and inductive rule classes, and on the other on the admissibility of
Π2-rules for logical systems. The tools developed allow for alternative proofs of some well-known
results – for example, the admissibility proof developed in [23] of the Takeuti-Titani density rule,
which occupies a substantial part of that paper through syntactic methods, is derived here with
great ease from the structure of models of LC, the linear calculus of Gödel and Dummett1. The
analysis of admissibility is here restricted to the case of LC, which provides a natural test-case: it
is a well-studied logical system, possessing a very simple structure in the basic equational setting,
e.g., the algebraic models of such a calculus, Gödel algebras, are locally finite, and the lattice of
extensions of LC is isomorphic to pω ` 1q˚.

The structure and main results of the paper are as follows: in Section 2 we present the notion
of Π2-rule systems in the setting of modal and intuitionistic logics 2. In Section 3 we introduce
the notion of a @-subalgebra and @-embedding, proving a Mal’tsev style definability theorem for
classes – called here “inductive classes” – closed under these special kinds of subalgebras, products
and ultraproducts. In Section 4 we conclude our general theoretical contributions by providing
a Birkhoff-style completeness theorem for Π2-rules systems yielding a dual isomorphism between
Π2-rule systems and inductive classes.

In Section 5 we define a general notion of admissibility of Π2-rule systems, recovering many
results in the algebraic theory of admissibility to this setting. This provides a number of universal
algebraic tools which can be used to show that certain rules are admissible over specific calculus of
interest. In Section 6 we mobilise the previous theory for an analysis of LC, proving that unlike in
other settings of interest, there are uncountably many Π2-rule systems of Gödel logic. Whilst this
reveals the structure of Π2-admissibility in LC to be deeper than in the case of single-conclusion rule
systems, our key contributions to this study, presented in Section 7, show two structural results,
showing that this setting can still be fruitfully analysed:

1. We show that the problem of admissibility of Π2-rules is decidable, through a connection with
the theory of model completions.

2. We give a complete classification of all inductively complete extensions of LC, which are the
Π2-analogue of structurally complete logical systems.

We conclude in Section 8 with some final remarks and future directions for this line of research.

2 Π2-rules and Π2-Rule Systems

In this section we introduce the notion of Π2-rules. Throughout we fix a given language L ,
which may be assumed to be a language of intuitionistic or modal logic; as noted before such an
assumption is not necessary, but makes the notation simpler, and will be sufficient for the examples
at hand.

1Throughout the paper we refer to this often as Gödel Logic, as is common practice in the literature.
2Our choice to restrict to this setting is made to simplify notation, and with an eye towards the examples at hand.

Nevertheless, we expect that the reader with an interest in algebraizability and other classes of algebraic models will
be able to adapt our methods towards a Blok-Pigozzi style theory of algebraizability which encompasses Π2-rules; we
leave this entirely for future work.
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Definition 2.1. Let Γ “ tφipp, qq : i ď nu for some n P ω and ψppq be formulas in the language L ,
where ψ does not contain any proposition letter occurring in q. We define the rule associated with
this sequence of formulas, denoted @qΓpqq{2ψ for short (sometimes without the universal quantifier,
when the variables are clear from context or do not matter)3:

@qpφ0pp, qq ^ ...^ φnpp, qqq

ψppq

Given such a collection of formulas φn, we refer to q as the bound context of φn, or generally, the
bound context associated to the formula, and sometimes denote it as Bcpφn) or BcpΓq; we refer to
propositional variables not ocurring in Bc as the free context.

We say that a given rule Γ{2ψ is a Π2-rule if it is of the above shape, for a collection of formulas
φn, some collection of propositional variables F , and a formula ψ.

Example 2.2. Let L “ p^,_,␣, 0, 1,♢q be the language of modal algebras. Recall from [18],
Gabbay’s, “Irreflexivity rule”:

@pp␣ppÑ ♢pq _ φq
φ

Where p does not occur in φ. This was used to axiomatise irreflexive frames over temporal logics.

Example 2.3. More generally, in [8], rules of the following form were considered:

@ppF pp, qq Ñ χq

Gpqq Ñ χ

where p does not occur in χ or G.

The following example has also been extensively studied, and was noted in [8] as not fitting in
the existing frameworks:

Example 2.4. Let L “ p^,_,Ñ, 0, 1q be the language of intuitionistic logic. Recall the following
rule by Takeuti and Titani, used for axiomatisation purposes in [23] and [4]:

@rpppÑ rq _ pr Ñ qq _ cq

ppÑ qq _ c

Such a rule is often called the “Density rule”, since it is valid on a linear Heyting algebra if and
only if such an algebra is dense.

More than purely syntactic objects, we can provide a semantics for such rules. We refer to an
algebra A as an L -algebra if it is of type L .

Definition 2.5. Let A be an L -algebra and Γ{2ψ a Π2-rule. Let v : Prop Ñ A be a valuation
over A, and pA, vq be an algebraic model.

We say that pA, vq makes this rule true, and write pA, vq ( Γ{2ψ if and only if: if for each
@qφnpp, qq P Γ, and each valuation v1 which is equal to v up to variables in the free context,
v1pφnpp, qqq “ 1; then vpψpqqq “ 1. We write A ( Γ{2ψ if for each model pA, vq over A, pA, vq (
Γ{2ψ. Given a collection of L -algebras C, we write C ( Γ{2ψ if A ( Γ{2ψ for each A P C.

3This notation serves to emphasise the fact both that these are distinct from usual rules, and the second-order
nature of these rules, but we emphasise that it is purely formal.
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Note that in light of this definition, given any Π2-rule there is a canonical way to assign to it a
first-order formula. Namely, given Γpp, qq and ψpqq, and F “ tpu we let

χpΓ, ψq “ @yp@xp
ľ

Γpx, yq « 1q Ñ ψpyqq.

And it is clear to see then that:

H ( Γ{2ψ ðñ H ( χpΓ, ψq,

where the right hand side consequence is the usual first-order logic modelling relation. We will use
this fact, often tacitly, throughout.

Having these rules, we can now come to the crucial definition of this section: a Π2-Rule system.

Definition 2.6. Let $ be a set of Π2-rules in the language L . We say that $ is a Π2-rule system
if it satisfies the following:

• (Strong Reflexivity) If Γ is some set of formulas, F “ tpu a set of propositional variables,
χ P Γ, and φ a set of formulas not containing any variable in F , we have @pΓ $ χrφ{ps.

• (Monotonicity) If @pΓ $ ψ, then for any finite set of formulas Γ1, we have @ppΓ,Γ1q $ ψ.

• pα-Renaming) if @pΓ $ ψ, then @qΓ1 $ ψ, where Γ1 “ Γrq{ps, so long as q do not occur free
in either Γ or ψ.

• (Rule cut) If Γpp, rq and ∆pq, rq “ tµipq, rq : i ď nu, are two finite sets of formulas, ψ does
not contain any variables in r or p, no variable from q occurs in Γ, and

@ppΓpp, rqq $ µipq, rq for each i ď n and @qp∆pq, rqq $ ψ,

Then we must have @ppΓpp, rqq $ ψ.

• (Bound Structurality) if @pΓ $ ψ and σ is a substitution such that all variables in F “ tpu
are fixed, and such that q P F does not occur in σppq for p occuring free in Γ, σrΓs or σpφq,
then σ˚rΓs $ σpψq.

We can motivate some of these definitions on the intuitive appeal of our notation: strong
reflexivity can be seen as an instance of universal instantiation; α-renaming amounts to requiring
that the names of bound variables be arbitrary; rule cut amounts to an introduction rule of universal
quantifiers. The case of bound structurality amounts to the fact that the substitutions we are
interested in should commute appropriately with the universal quantifiers. Indeed, the following
proposition establishes that the satisfaction relation for Π2-rules forms a Π2-rule system as above,
and levies these ideas.

Proposition 2.7. Let A be an L -algebra. Then the set:

Π2pAq “ tΓ{2ψ : H ( Γ{2ψu

forms a Π2-rule system. More generally, given a class K of algebras, Π2pKq also forms a Π2-rule
system.
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Proof. As noted above, we have that for each algebra A, and each Π2-rule Γ{2ψ:

A ( Γ{2ψ ðñ A ( χpΓ, ψq.

With this in mind, one can check that the conditions of Definition 2.6 follow from the rules for
universal quantifiers of first-order logic. The result for classes of logics follows similarly. ■

With the former proposition in mind, we also note the following:

Lemma 2.8. Let L be a fixed language. If S is a set of Π2-rules, then there is a smallest Π2-rule
system containing S.

Proof. Note that the collection of Π2-relations is closed under arbitrary intersections, since each
of the conditions for being a Π2-rule system is a closure condition; moreover, there is at least one
such relation extending S (namely, the relation containing all pairs of the form Γ{2ψ). ■

The above implies that we can construct the smallest Π2-rule system containing any given set
of axioms. This is, as usual, obtained by closing a given collection of sequents under the above
operations, though this appears to be far from a “nice” closure construction.

Having this notion, and keeping in mind the classical universal algebraic and logico-algebraic
results connecting quasivarieties and rule systems, we might ask whether the class of formulas
above, like the Universal Horn formulas, amounts to any natural closure conditions. This will be
the subject of the next section.

3 Inductive Rule Classes

Recall that given a first-order formula φ, we say that φ is a @D-Special Horn formula if it is of
the form:

@xp@yp
n

ľ

i“1

λipx, yqq Ñ γpxqq,

where λi and γ are atomic formulas. Such formulas, and some generalizations therein, were first
studied by Lyndon [22], in the context of seeking a characterisation of those formulas preserved
under Horn formulas. They have moreover appeared several times in algebraic contexts as well as
in the algebra of logic.

Example 3.1. (Subordination Algebras) Consider the language of Boolean algebras together with
a binary symbol ù. This is the language of so-called subordination algebras. Then consider the
following formula:

@a, b, dp@cpa ù c^ c ù b ď dq Ñ a ù b ď dq

This formula was introduced in [7]; it defines an important class of transitive subordination algebras.
■

Example 3.2. (Orthoimplicative systems) Consider the language of orthoimplicative systems;
this consists of the language of ortholattices (and Boolean algebras), together with infinitely many
implications p⊸nqnPω. Consider the following formula:

@c0, ..., cn, d0, ..., dk, eppci “
ł

ci ^ dj & @fpf ^ p
ł

ci ^ djq ď
ł

pf ^ ci ^ djqqq

ùñ e⊸n pc0, ..., cnq ď e⊸n pd0, ..., dkqq
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This was shown in [2] to be an interesting property of ortholattices, allowing a nicer relationship
between ortholattices and modal algebras. Intuitively, it says that when the sequences of elements
c0, .., cn and d0, ..., dk form what is called an admissible join, and the joins of the first sequence is
below the second sequence, then the implication should respect this structure. ■

From the discussion of Section 2, we can see that in model-theoretic terms, Π2-rules amount
to @D-Special Horn formulas, and they are essentially the fragment corresponding to such rules.
As such, in this section we will provide a number of results, analogous to Birkhoff’s theorem on
equational classes and Mal’tsev’s theorem on quasi-equational classes. For that purpose, below,
given a class of algebras K, denote by ThH@DpKq the following:

ThH@DpKq “ tφ : φ is @D Special Horn,K ( φu. (1)

In other words, the inductive Special Horn consequences of K. The following construction will play
a key role in the whole theory:

Definition 3.3. Let L be a language, and A,B be two L -algebras. We say that A is a @-subalgebra
of B, and write A ď@ B if it is a subalgebra, and for each atomic formula φpx, yq, and sequence of
elements a P A:

A ( @xφpx, aq ùñ B ( @xφpx, aq.

We define the notion of @-embedding in the obvious way. Given a class of algebras K, we write
S@pKq for the collection of @-subalgebras of elements of K.

Note that the latter operator4 is monotone, extensive and idempotent. We now check that this
construction indeed preserves the kinds of formulas we are interested in:

Lemma 3.4. If φ is a @D-Special Horn sentence, then φ is preserved under @-subalgebras and direct
products.

Proof. Assume that A ď@ B, through an inclusion f , and we have a @D-Special Horn formula
φ “ @xp@ypλ0px, yq ^ ... ^ λnpx, yqq Ñ γpxqq which holds in B. Now let a be any sequence in
A. Assume that A ( @ypλpa, yq. Then by the assumption of this being a @-subalgebra, the same
formula holds in B. Since we assumed that B satisfied the formula φ, then B ( γpaq; but since A
is a subalgebra, then A ( µpaq, as desired.

The fact that this sentence is preserved under direct products follows from general results on
preservation of Horn sentences by direct products. ■

An important example which witnesses the usefulness of the concept of @-subalgebras is the
case of subdirect products:

Proposition 3.5. Let K be an arbitrary class of L -algebras. Then:

PSpKq Ď S2PpKq

Proof. Assume that f : AÑ
ś

iPI Bi is a map witnessing the fact that A is a subdirect product of
the Bi. Then we claim that A is a @-subalgebra of the product. Indeed, assume that A ( @xφpx, aq,
where φ is an atomic formula. Suppose that

ś

iPI Bi * @xφpx, fpaqq; hence for some tuple b of

4Technically, it is the operator IS2 which is idempotent, but this will not affect anything.
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elements in
ś

iPI Bi,
ś

iPI Bi * φpb, fpaqq. Thus for some Bi, Bi * φpbpiq, fpaqpiqq; since the
product is subdirect, Bi is a homomorphic image of A, so:

Bi * φpfpcqpiq, fpaqpiqq

for some ck P A such that fpckqpiq “ bkpiq, for each element of the tuple b. But this in turn
implies that

ś

iPI Bi * φpfpcq, fpaqq. Since this is an atomic formula, and f is an embedding, we
then have that A * φpc, aq, which contradicts the hypothesis on A. So by reductio, we have that
B ( @xφpx, fpa0q, ..., fpanqq. ■

Definition 3.6. Let K be a class of algebras. We say that K is an inductive rule class if it is
closed under @-subalgebras, products and ultraproducts.

Note that as usual, the arbitrary intersection of inductive rule classes is again an inductive rule
class. Hence we can consider an operator IR, which constructs the smallest inductive rule class
containing the given collection of algebras. As in the case of Birkhoff and Matlsev’s results – and
owing to the proofs of the latter – we also have a characterization of this operator:

Theorem 3.7. Let K be an arbitrary collection of algebras. Then we have that:

IRpKq “ IS2PPU pKq

Proof. Since inductive rule classes are closed under @-subalgebras, products and ultraproducts, we
must have that IS2PPU pKq Ď IRpKq. For the other inclusion, note first that:

PS2 ď S2P

Indeed if A “ Bi, where each of the factors is a @-subalgebra of Ci, then A will be a @-subalgebra
of

ś

iPI Ci; it is surely a subalgebra, and if @xφpx, aq is true in A, then @xφpx, apiqq is true in Bi
for each i, hence @xφpx, apiqq is true in Ci, so @xφpx, aq is true in

ś

iPI Ci.
Similarly, we have that

PUS2 ď S2PU

Indeed, if A is an ultraproduct of Bi which are @-subalgebras of Ci via gi, then consider
ś

iPI Ci,
and take the ultraproduct by the same ultrafilter. Let g :

ś

iPI Bi Ñ
ś

iPI Ci be the composite
function. Define the map f : A Ñ

ś

iPI Ci{U as fpa{Uq “ gpaq{U . Then this is well-defined
and injective: if a{U ‰ b{U , then I ´ Ja “ bK P U , so I ´ Jgpaq “ gpbqK P U (because g is
injective, and U is upwards closed), so gpaq{U ‰ gpbq{U ; the injectivity condition follows by dual
arguments. It is a homomorphism by usual arguments. Moreover, if φpx, aq is any formula such
that A ( @xφpx, aq, then J@xφpx, aqK P U ; for each i P J@xφpx, aqK, then Bi ( @xφpx, apiqq, so by
assumption, Ci ( @xφpx, gipapiqqq. Hence:

J@xφpx, gpaqqK P U

Which shows the result, by Los’ theorem.
Now as noted above, we have that IS2pIS2PPU pKqq “ IS2PPU pKq. Additionally, note that:

PpIS2PPU pKqq Ď IS2pPPPU pKqq “ IS2PPU pKqq
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and also:
PU pIS2PPU pKqq Ď IS2PUPPU pKqq

But now notice that PUP ď PRPR ď PR. Additionally, by [19, Theorem 1.2.12], we have that
PR ď PSPU . Also by our Proposition 3.5, we have that PS ď S2P, and hence:

PUP ď IS2PPU

This thus entails above that:
PU pIS2PPU pKqq Ď IS2PPU pKq

As desired. Hence IS2PPU pKq is closed under all operations, and is contained in the smallest
inductive rule class, implying they must be equal. ■

As usual when working with model theory, the method of diagrams turns out to be quite useful.

Definition 3.8. Let A be an L -algebra. We denote the @-open diagram of A as follows:

T0pAq “ t@xφpx, aq : φpx, aq is atomic u Y tχpaq : χpaq is negated atomicu,

where these formulas are considered in the language with constants from A.

The following lemma will be very useful, and runs along the same lines as usual proofs using
the method of diagrams:

Lemma 3.9. For each L -algebras A,B the following are equivalent:

1. A ď@ B;

2. B is a model of T0pAq.

Putting all of this together gives us the main result of this section:

Theorem 3.10. Let K be a collection of algebras. Then the following are equivalent:

1. K is an inductive rule class;

2. K is axiomatised using @D Special Horn formulas;

3. K “ IS2PPU pK˚q for some class K˚.

Proof. (3) is equivalent to (1) by Theorem 3.7. (2) implies (1) by Proposition 3.4. So we show that
(1) implies (2). For that purpose, we will consider ThH@DpKq, and show that this axiomatises K. So
assume that A is a L -algebra satisfying this set of formulas.

Now consider t@xφ1pa, xq, ...,@xφnpa, xq,␣χ0paq, ...,␣χkpaqu Ď T0pAq, where all formulas are
atomic; then

A ( Dap@xpφ1px, aq ^ ...^ φnpx, aqq ^ ␣χ0paq ^ ...^␣χkpaqq.

Note that this follows from the fact that universal quantifiers commute with conjunction, and
hence we can pull them outside of the conjunction of the φi. We will show that some member of
PpKq satisfies this sentence as well. For this purpose it suffices to show that:

PpKq * @yp@xpφ1py, xq ^ ...^ φnpy, xqq Ñ χ0pyq _ ..._ χkpyqq
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If there were at most one χi, then this would be logically equivalent to a @D Special Horn formula
which is not true of A, and since the latter satisfies all @D Special Horn consequences of the theory
of K, not of K. So let us suppose that there are at least two χi. Then for 1 ď i ď k one can take
the formula:

µi :“ @yp@xpφ1py, xq ^ ...^ φnpy, xqq Ñ χipyq.

And we will obtain that K * µi, since otherwise, we would have a contradiction to the fact that
A satisfies all @D-Special Horn consequences of K. Hence for some Ai P K, Ai ( Dy@xpφ1px, yq ^
φnpx, yqq ^ ␣χipyqq. Now choose elements a1piq, ..., anpiq P Ai, such that:

Ai ( @xpφ1px, a1piq, ..., anpiqq ^ ...^ φnpx, a1piq, ..., anpiqqq ^ ␣χipa1piq, ..., anpiqq

Then look at A0ˆ...ˆAt, and consider the elements a1, ..., an defined to coincide with the witnesses
above on each i. Then we have:

A0 ˆ ...ˆAt (

n
ľ

i“1

@xpφipx, a1, ..., anq ^
k

ľ

j“1

␣χipa1, ..., anq

Which follows from the facts we had about @D-Special Horn formulas. Hence, we have shown the
desired fact about PpKq.

Now let I be the set of finite subsets of T0pAq. By the argument we just showed, for each i P I,
there is some Ai P PpKq, and elements apiq P Ai such that the formulas in i become true of Ai

when a is interpreted as apiq.
Hence consider Ji “ tj P I : i Ď ju. Let F “ ÒtJi : i P Iu; then note that F is a filter: it is

clearly uwpards closed, and if Ji0 Ď K and Ji1 Ď K 1, note that Ji0 X Ji1 “ tj P I : i0 Ď j and i1 Ď
ju “ Ji0Yi1 so Ji0Yi1 Ď K XK 1. Hence by the ultrafilter principle, let U be an ultrafilter extending
F .

Now let â be the tuple of elements in
ś

iPI Ai whose ith coordinate is apiq. Then note that for
ψpa0, ..., anq P T0pAq, we have:

Jψpâ0, ..., ânqK Ě Ji P U

where i “ tψpa0, ..., anqu; hence Jψpâ0, ..., ânqK P U , so
ś

iPI Ai{U ( ψpâ0{U, ..., ân{Uq.
By hypothesis on the factors of the product,

ś

iPI Ai{U P PUPpKq. By what we just showed,
this satisfies T0pAq, so by Lemma 3.9, we have that A P IS2PUPpKq. By the closure conditions, we
then obtain that:

A P K,

which shows the axiomatisation, as intended. ■

The sharp reader may have noticed that in the proofs above, the fact that the formulas in
the antecedent of the special Horn formulas were universal did not play any special role – one
can force the variables to be disjoint, ensuring all the commutations of quantifiers ensure. One
might then wonder whether a similar result could be proved for subdirect product classes; the key
obstacle of this seems to be the use of the method of diagrams: whilst we know that satisfying
the diagram T0pAq implies being a @-subalgebra, no similar characterisation seems available for
subdirect products. Nevertheless, the study of Πn-classes seems entirely plausible, and the work
of this chapter should adapt easily to this setting. One criterion which does not seem to easily
generalize, and which turns out to be the most useful notion in practice, is the following form of
verifying whether a given subalgebra is a @-subalgebra.
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Proposition 3.11. Assume that f : A Ñ B is an embedding. Then f is a @-embedding if and
only if for every finite sequence a, pB, faq P VpA, aq.

Proof. First assume that f is not a @-embedding. Hence there is some a P A, and some equation
φpa, xq such that A ( @xφpa, xq and B * @xφpfa, xq. But then clearly pB, faq cannot belong to
the variety generated by pA, aq: the equation

φpa, xq

is valid in pA, aq, but the same equation, interpreted over pB, faq fails for some x; so by Birkhoff’s
theorem, we have that pB, faq R VpA, aq.

Conversely, assume that A ď@ B. Then whenever pA, aq validates some equation, so does pB, faq
by assumption; hence by Birkhoff’s theorem, pB, faq belongs to the variety generated by pA, aq. ■

As a simple corollary of this we can obtain the following fact about Boolean algebras:

Corollary 3.12. There exists a unique inductive rule class of Boolean algebras.

Proof. Let B be an arbitrary Boolean algebra. It is clear that 2 is a subalgebra of B; we claim
that moreover it is a universal subalgebra. Indeed, note that 2 admits no proper extension with
constants (since all of its elements are already constants in the language). Additionally, B will
certainly belong to the variety generated by 2. So by Proposition 3.11, 2 is indeed a universal
subalgebra.

So notice that whenever K is a non-empty inductive rule class, 2 P K; since the latter is closed
by subdirect products by our results above, then PSp2q Ď K; but by Stone’s theorem, the former
already contains all Boolean algebras. ■

4 Algebraic Completeness for Π2-rule Systems

The results of the previous section can in some sense be called a form of model-theoretic com-
pleteness. However, this is not the same as completeness with respect to the notion of Π2-rule
system we have previously developed. In this section, we show, using a Lindenbaum-Tarski style
argument, that this can furthermore be made into a dual isomorphism between the lattice of Π2-
rule Systems and the lattice of Inductive rule classes. Our results in this section follow the usual
recipe for establishing such results, and the notion of proofs using Π2-rules is generalised from [7]
and [8].

Throughout this section we assume that we have a logical calculus L of modal or intuitionistic
logic, which is algebraized by some class of (Heyting or modal) algebras K.

Definition 4.1. Let L be an algebraic language, and let Σ be a set of Π2-rules. Let L be a logical
calculus. For a set of formulas Γ with bound context F and a formula φ we say that φ is derivable
from Γ in L using the Π2-rules in Σ, and write @pΓ $L‘Σ φ, provided there is a sequence ψ0, ..., ψn
of formulas such that:

• ψn “ φ;

• For each ψi we have that either:
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1. ψi is an instance of Γ where possibly some free variables are replaced by some substitution
instance;

2. ψi is an instance of an axiom of L or,

3. ψi is obtained using Modus Ponens from some previous ψj or,

4. ψi “ χpξq and ψjk “ µkpr, ξq for jk ă i, where

– ∆ “ tµkpq, pq : k P t0, ...,muu;

– ∆{2χ P Σ;

– χ “ χppq;

– r does not appear free in Γ.5

Lemma 4.2. Let Σ be a Π2-rule system. Then:

Γ $L‘Σ φ ðñ Γ{2φ P Σ

Proof. Right to left is immediate. Left to right follows by an induction on the structure of the
derivation: Strong Reflexivity ensures condition (1); bound structurality ensures that the substi-
tutions work; from rule cut we get both the use of Modus Ponens, and allows us to pull through
the case for other inductive rules being used in the derivation. ■

Theorem 4.3 (Completeness Theorem for Inductive rules). Let Σ be a Π2-rule system in the
language L . Assume that Γ{2φ R Σ. Then there is some L -algebra A, such that A ( Σ, and
A * Γ{2φ.

Proof. Since Γ{2φ R Σ, by the previous Lemma, @pΓ &IPC‘Σ φ. Hence, let Prop be the set of
proposition letters. Let FP be the Lindenbaum-Tarski algebra defined over the term algebra, in
the following way

rψs ď rµs ðñ @pΓ $IPC‘Σ ψ Ñ µ

The standard argument then shows that FP yields a L -algebra. We additionally claim that FP

validates the axioms of Σ. Indeed take ∆{2ψ a certain rule, and v : Prop Ñ FP a valuation, with
the property that for each valuation v1 differing from it at most in Bcp∆q, the bound context of ∆,
v1p∆q “ rJs. Note that then, in particular, we can take this for some propositional variables not
ocurring free in Γ, since only finitely many do so; hence set v1pqq “ qi for qi not occuring free in Γ,
and not ocurring in vppq for any p which is not in Bcp∆q, and v1ppq “ vppq otherwise, and consider
v1 as a substitution, i.e. for each p R Bcp∆q, v

1ppq “ χp is some formula. Then we note that:

rψipχp, qqs “ rJs

It follows that for each i:
Γ $IPC‘Σ ψipχp, qq

Hence note that since ∆{2ψ is in the calculus (and there are no variable clashes), we can then
derive:

Γ $IPC‘Σ ψpχpq.

5Note that this definition works implicitly up to α-renaming, which is done to avoid complicated tracking of
substitutions renaming variables. All of this could be developed using such artifacts, though we will not pursue it
here.
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Which means that vpψppqq “ 1. This shows that FP ( ∆{2µ. We conclude that FP ( Σ.
Now consider the valuation over FP defined by vppq “ p. Note that since Γ $ µ for each µ P Γ,

we have that r
Ź

Γs “ 1. Additionally, for each valuation v1 differing at most in the value of the
free context of Γ, we can consider v1 as a substitution, and obtain that Γ $IPC‘Σ v1pµq again, by
our assumption on the derivations. On the other hand, by hypothesis:

Γ &IPC‘Σ φ

and so vpφq ‰ rJs. Hence, FP, v * Γ{2φ, as desired. ■

Having this completeness theorem, we now have all the tools necessary to prove the dual iso-
morphism as desired. The following definition was mentioned above:

Definition 4.4. Let K be a class of L -algebras. Define the collection of Π2-rules associated with
K as follows:

Π2pKq :“ tΓ{2ψ : A ( Γ{2ψ,@A P Ku

The following is a straightforward consequence of Proposition 2.7:

Proposition 4.5. For each class K of L -algebras, Π2pKq is a Π2-rule system.

As before we have that that the operations defining an inductive rule class preserve satisfaction
of these rules, essentially given that such rules correspond to @D-Special Horn formulas:

Proposition 4.6. Let K be a class of Heyting algebras. Then:

Π2pKq “ Π2pS2pKqq “ Π2pPpKqq “ Π2pPU pKqq

Consequently:
Π2pKq “ Π2pIRpKqq

Likewise, we have the following operation, moving in the dual direction:

Definition 4.7. Given a collection Φ of Π2-rules, define:

IndpΦq :“ tA : A ( Γ{2ψ,@Γ{2ψ P Φu

We call this the inductive rule class generated by Φ.

We can now prove the following:

Proposition 4.8. For each inductive rule class of L -algebras K, we have that:

IndpΠ2pKqq “ K

Proof. One inclusion is clear: if A P K, then it certainly validates all rules validated by all algebras
in that class. We focus on the other. By Theorem 3.10, K is axiomatised by @D-formulas. So if
A P IndpΠ2pKqq, then A ( ThH@DpKq, and so A P K. ■

The other direction follows from our algebraic completeness proof:
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Corollary 4.9. Let Σ be a Π2-rule system. Then:

Π2pIndpΣqq “ Σ.

Proof. The right to left inclusion surely holds. Now assume that Γ{2φ R Σ. By Theorem 4.3,
we have that there is an algebra A such that A ( Σ and A * Γ{2φ. The former implies that
A P IndpΣq, which together with the latter fact implies that Γ{2φ R Π2pIndpΣqq. ■

We then have the following theorem:

Theorem 4.10. There is a dual isomorphism, Ind, between the lattice of Π2-rule systems, and the
lattice of inductive rule classes of L -algebras.

Proof. By Proposition 4.8 and Corollary 4.9, we have that Ind is a bijection and that Π2 is its
inverse. Also note that Ind and Π2 are order-reversing maps. Given $ and $˚, two Π2-rule systems,
note that:

Indp$ X $˚q “ Indp$q _ Indp$˚q.

Indeed, note that if A P Indp$q, or A P Indp$˚q, then A P Indp$ X $˚q, so the right to left
inclusion holds. Now to show the other inclusion, we show that:

Π2pIndp$q _ Indp$
˚qq Ď $ X $˚.

Indeed if Γ{2φ R$ X $˚, then it does not belong to one of them, say $. Let A be an algebra
validating $ such that A refutes this rule. Then since A P Indp$q, surely A P Indp$q _ Indp$˚q,
so Γ{2φ is not valid in such an inductive class, i.e., Γ{2φ R Π2pIndp$q _ Indp$

˚qq.
Additionally we have that:

Indp$ _ $˚q “ Indp$q X Indp$˚q,

Indeed, if A P Indp$q and A P Indp$˚q, note that mimicking the derivation relation using the
consequence relation in H, we have that A P Indp$ _ $˚q. Now assume that A P Indp$ _ $˚q.
Then surely it will validate all rules in $ and all rules in $˚, so H P Indp$qXIndp$˚q. This shows
the result. ■

In the next section, making use of the results of this section6, we will outline some basic notions
of admissibility which make sense in the setting of Π2-rule systems.

5 Admissibility of Inductive Rules

The question of admissibility often comes up in the context of axiomatising logics of interest,
wherein one first assumes some rule (for example, Gabbay’s irreflexivity rule, or Takeuti-Titani’s
rule), uses it to prove completeness, and then shows the rule to be admissible. Due to the interest
of using such rules, one can formulate several general questions concerning this:

6We briefly remark that the former arguments and techniques can likewise obtain for us a dual isomorphism
between the lattice of Π2-multi-conclusion rule systems and general inductive rule classes algebras (i.e., classes closed
under ultraproducts and @-subalgebras). Whilst we do not pursue this here, we believe such a concept would be
fruitful in furthering some connections with the model theory of Boolean and Heyting algebras.
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• When is an inductive rule admissible?

• When is an admissible inductive rule derivable?

• How does this relate to admissibility and structural completeness in the classical case?

The above asks whether there are natural analogues of all of these concepts for the case of
Π2-rules. Keeping in mind the usual notion of admissibility from algebraic logic (see e.g. [6]), and
again fixing a given logical calculus of interest, we can give the following definition:

Definition 5.1. Let Γ{2ψ be a Π2-rule, and $L‘Σ some calculus, possibly extended by some
additional Π2-rules Σ. We say that the rule Γ{2ψ is admissible in $L‘Σ if for all χ:

$L‘Σ‘Γ{2ψ χ ùñ $L‘Σ χ

We say that the rule is derivable if Γ $L‘Σ ψ.

Note that every derivable rule is admissible. The next Lemma establishes a first semantic
criterion to recognise admissible rules, even if a very general and crude one:

Lemma 5.2. Let K be an inductive rule class of L -algebras, and let $S be its dual Π2-rule
system. For each Γ{2ψ, we have that Γ{2ψ is admissible over $S if and only if for each substitution
σ leaving the free context fixed, K ( σpΓq, then K ( σpψq.

Proof. Assume that Γ{2ψ is admissible. Assume that σ is some substitution such that K ( σpΓq.
In other words, if λ1, ..., λn are the terms occuring in Γ, K ( σpλ1 ^ ... ^ λnq, where the latter is
understood as a formula. Hence by completeness, $S σpλ1 ^ ...^ λnq, and so a fortriori, $S‘Γ{2ψ

σpλ1^ ...^λnq, where the free context is left fixed by σ; using the rule, we have that $S‘Γ{2φ σpψq;
so by admissibility, $S σpψq, which means that K ( σpψq.

For the other direction, asssume that $S‘Γ{2φ ψ. We wish to show that then $S ψ as well.
Using completeness, we have that K ( S certainly, and we can preserve the relation that K validates
a set of formulas through the derivation. The fact that whenever K ( σpΓq then K ( σpψq thus
works to mimick the applications of Γ{2ψ, which allows us to conclude, by induction, that K ( ψ,
i.e., $S ψ. ■

The former definition might appear slightly odd at first glance to those who are familiar with
the algebraic definition of admissibility of the usual rules. Indeed, in general we require that a rule
Γ{φ be admissible if for each substitution σ, if K ( σpΓq then K ( σpφq. It thus appears that
being admissible as a Π2-rule is easier than being admissible as a usual rule, which might appear
counterintuitive. As we will see when we relate admissibility to generation by algebras, however,
this simply reflects the fact that Π2-rules are more expressive, and so can capture finer classes than
usual rules.

Because Π2-rules have a higher complexity, there are alternative notions of admissibility that
also make themselves available in this context. Namely, the following makes sense here:

Definition 5.3. Let Γ{2φ be a Π2-rule and $IPC‘Σ some extended calculus. We say that the rule
Γ{2φ is hereditarily admissible if for all ∆{ψ a Π1-rule, we have that

∆ $IPC‘Σ‘Γ{2φ ψ ùñ ∆ $IPC‘Σ ψ.
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Note that a derivable rule is hereditarily admissible: whenever ∆{ψ can be derived by using the
derived rule, we can carry out the derivation of Γ{2φ to obtain the conclusion without relying on
the rule. Hereditary admissibility is a priori a stronger property than admissibility: every Π1-rule
which is hereditarily admissible is derivable by definition.

Lemma 5.4. Let K be an inductive rule class, and $S the dual Π2-intuitionistic rule system. For
each Γ{2φ we have that Γ{2φ is hereditarily admissible if and only if for each ∆ a set of formulas,
and σ a substitution leaving the free context fixed, K ( σr∆s Ñ σpψiq for each ψi P Γ, then
K ( σr∆s Ñ σpφq.

Proof. Assume that Γ{2φ is hereditarily admissible. Assume that ∆ is arbitrary and σ is some
substitution such that K ( σr∆s Ñ σpψiq for each ψi. Hence we have that σr∆s $S σpψiq, through
a substitution which preserves the free context of Γ. Hence surely σr∆s $S‘Γ{2φ σpψiq; by using the
rule, we then have that σr∆s $S‘Γ{2φ σpφq, and by hereditary admissibility, then σr∆s $S σpφq,
hence K ( σr∆s Ñ σpφq.

Now assume the condition. Suppose that ∆ $S‘Γ{2φ ψ. Assume that ψ1, ..., ψn is a derivation.
Then find A P K which validates the axioms of ∆; then A can reproduce the derivation given;
admissibility is used to witness the use of the rule Γ{2φ. Hence we conclude with K ( ∆{ψ, so
∆ $S ψ. ■

As promised we can now relate the concepts of admissibility and hereditary admissibility to
generation by varieties and quasivarieties:

Lemma 5.5. Let K be an inductive rule class. Suppose that VpKq “ VpSq where S is a class of
L -algebras validating a rule Γ{2φ. Then Γ{2φ is admissible in K. Similarly if K is a quasivariety
and QVarpKq “ QVarpSq, then Γ{2φ is hereditarily admissible.

Proof. Assume that K ( σpΓq through a substitution not affecting the bound context of Γ. Hence
S ( σpΓq as well. Now given the hypothesis, this means that for each H P S, and each model v,
H, v ( @pΓ: indeed, one can simply change the valuation only for propositions occuring in @p, and
note that the assumption will then be that H, v1 ( σpΓq as well; so by hypothesis, H, v ( σpφq. So
S ( σpφq, which immediately implies that K ( σpφq. ■

We can also provide a form of converse of the previous:

Lemma 5.6. Let Γ{2ψ be a rule which is admissible in an inductive rule class K. Then VpKq is
generated as a variety by:

tH P K : H ( Γ{2ψu

Similarly if Γ{2ψ is hereditarily admissible in an inductive rule class K then QVarpKq is generated
as a quasivariety by the same set.

Proof. Consider:
VptH P K : H ( Γ{2ψuq

We wish to show that this is the same as VpKq. One inclusion is clear. For the other, assume that
tA P K : A ( Γ{2ψu ( χ for some formula χ. Then note that:

$Π2pKq‘Γ{2ψ χ,

So by admissibility, we have that $Π2pKq χ, i.e., K ( χ. By Birkhoff’s theorem this shows that the
two classes are equal. The result for hereditary admissibility and quasivarieties is similar. ■
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Some logical systems have the desirable property that all admissible rules are derivable – such
systems are often called structurally complete. We can also formulate an analogous concept to this
one for the setting of Π2-rule systems:

Definition 5.7. Let K be an inductive rule class. We say that K is inductively complete if whenever
Γ{2φ is an admissible rule in the corresponding calculus, then it is derivable.

Lemma 5.8. Let K be an inductive rule class, and let FωpKq be the free algebra on ω-many
generators of this class. For each rule Γ{2ψ, Γ{2ψ is admissible over K if and only if it is derivable
in FωpKq.

Proof. First assume that Γ{2ψ is admissible over K. Let v be a valuation over FωpKq such that
each variant of it in the bound context of Γ evaluates to 1. Then note that we can turn v into a
substitution σ which leaves the bound context of Γ fixed, and does not induce any clash of variables,
and such that FωpKq ( σpΓq. Hence K ( σpΓq, so because the rule is admissible, by Lemma 5.2,
K ( σpψq, i.e., pFωpKq, vq ( ψ. This shows the rule is derivable.

For the converse, note that if FωpKq makes the rule valid, then since VpKq “ VpFωpKqq, then
any derivable rule in FωpKq will be admissible in K by Lemma 5.5. ■

Using this we easily obtain a characterization of inductive completeness: a class is inductively
complete if and only if it is generated as an inductive rule class by the free algebra. Using this, we
can obtain a more useful characterization of inductive completeness, which applies when we assume
the variety generated by the class to be itself structurally complete:

Lemma 5.9. Let K be an inductive rule class, and assume that VpKq is structurally complete, i.e.,
VpKq “ QVarpFωpKqq. Then K is inductively complete if and only if every proper sub-inductive
class generates a proper subquasivariety of the quasivariety generated by K.

Proof. First assume that the inductive rule class is inductively complete, and hence by Lemma
5.8, it is generated by the free algebra. Let K1 be a subinductive class of K, and assume that
SpK1q “ SpKq. Then K1 Ď K Ď SpK1q, so clearly K Ď VpK1q so by the Corollary 11.10 of [10], we
have that FKpωq “ FK1pωq. But since FK1pωq P K 1, we know that FKpωq P K

1, which means that
K Ď IRpFKpωqq Ď K1; in other words, K1 “ K.

For the other direction, assume that K is not generated as a subinductive class by FKpωq;
then IRpFKpωqq is a proper inductive subclass. Since SpKq is structurally complete, SpKq “
QVarpFKpωqq, and surely this will be the same as SpIRpFKpωqq. So this is a proper subinductive
class which does not generate a proper subquasivariety. ■

We will have opportunity to see that these notions can be fruitfully analysed in specific cases.
However, in this section, we wish to draw one more relevant connection, namely to the theory of
model companions and model completions. The next theorem is analogous to [8, Theorem 5.4],
and gives us a very useful criterion for hereditary admissibility.

Theorem 5.10. Let K be an inductive rule class, and Γ{2ψ a Π2-rule. Then Γ{2ψ is hereditarily
admissible in K if and only if every A P K embeds into B P K such that B ( Γ{2ψ.

Proof. First assume that Γ{2ψ is hereditarily admissible in K. Let A be some algebra in K. Look
at T pAq, the open diagram of A, i.e.

T pAq “ tφ : φ is atomic or negated atomic, and A ( φu
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We will show that T pAq is consistent with the theory of K together with Γ{2ψ. For this purpose,
let S “ tφ0, ..., φn,␣ψ0, ...,␣ψmu be finitely many formulas from T pAq, such that all φi and ψj are
atomic. Then note that for each i, it cannot be that

Π2pKq Y tΓ{
2ψu ( @xpφ0pxq ^ ...^ φnpxq Ñ χipxqq

To see why, note that if this was the case, then we could consider ∆ “ tφ0, ..., φnu and the rule
∆{χi. The above would imply that Π2pKq Y tΓ{

2ψu ( ∆{χi. Then by completeness, this would
imply that ∆ $Π2pKq‘Γ{2ψ χi; but this latter fact would imply, by hereditary admissibility, that
∆ $Π2pKq χi. This contradicts the fact that A * ∆{ψi and A ( Π2pKq. Hence for each i, we can
find Ai P K such that Ai ( Dxpφ0pxq ^ ...^ φnpxq ^ ␣ψipxqq. Like in Theorem 3.10, we can then
consider A0 ˆ ...ˆAn, which yields the desired witness to the consistency of S.

Hence by compactness we have that we can find B P K such that B ( Γ{2ψ, and B ( T pAq;
but note that satisfying T pAq implies that there is an embedding from A to B.

Now assume that the condition holds. Assume that K ( σr∆s Ñ σpψiq for each ψi P Γ. Assume
that A P K, and A * σr∆s Ñ σpφq. Then for some model v, pA, vq ( σr∆s, but pA, vq * σpφq.
By assumption, there is some B which validates the rule in K into which A embeds. This means
that B * σr∆s Ñ σpφq as well. By assumption on K, we then have that pB, vq ( σpψiq for each ψi.
Since the substitution leaves the free context invariant, and C validates the rule, then C, v ( σpφq,
a contradiction. ■

The previous theorem implies that the Π2-rules holding in a system are exactly those which are
valid in the model completion, whenever this exists:

Theorem 5.11. Let K be an inductive rule class, and suppose that it has a model companion T ˚.
Then a Π2-rule Γ{2ψ is hereditarily admissible in K if and only if T ˚ ( Γ{2ψ.

Proof. First assume that T ˚ ( Γ{2ψ. By general model theoretic facts, every algebra in K embeds
into an existentially closed extension, which will be a model of T ˚. Hence by Theorem 5.10, the
rule Γ{2ψ is hereditarily admissible.

Conversely, suppose that Γ{2ψ is hereditarily admissible in K. By the above theorem, we
have that every algebra in K embeds into some algebra satisfying Γ{2ψ. Let A ( T ˚. Let B
be the extension satisfying Γ{2ψ. Let a P A be arbitrary; then A ( Dyφpa, yq, certainly; since
A is existentially closed, being a model of the model companion, also satisfies Dyφpa, yq. Thus
A ( Γ{2ψ. ■

We also note the following relevant idea:

Proposition 5.12. Let K be an inductive rule class. Then Π2pKq has a model companion if and
only if LogpQVarpKqq has a model companion.

Proof. Assume that LogpQVarpKqq has a model companion, say a theory T ˚. Certainly every model
of K is a model of QVarpKq, and so can be embedded in a model of T ˚; conversely, every model of
T ˚ can be embedded in a model of the generated quasivariety, which in turn embeds into a model
of K. Hence T ˚ is a model companion of Π2pKq.

Conversely, assume that Π2pKq has a model companion T ˚. Then every model of T ˚ can be
embedded in a model of QVarpKq; additionally, every model of the quasivariety embeds into a model
of K, and through that, into a model of T ˚. So T ˚ is a model companion of the quasivariety. ■
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We also remark that if the quasivariety has a model completion, then that theory will be a model
completion also of the inductive rule class; we do not know if the converse holds. Now we know
that a quasivariety generated by finitely many finite elements has a model companion, which is
additionally ℵ0-categorical. Hence to study the hereditary admissibility of these theories it suffices
to study these unique countable models, as well as the structure of the model companions of these
theories. We leave such a study for future elaboration.

In the next section we will give some examples of how to use these results in a concrete setting.

6 Inductive Rule Classes of Gödel algebras

In these last two sections we provide some examples of how the general theory from before can
be fruitfully analysed in specific cases. Throughout fix IPC as our base calculus. We recall that the
Gödel-Dummett logic is axiomatised over this system as

LC :“ IPC‘ ppÑ qq _ pq Ñ pq.

Such a system was considered by Gödel and Dummett, and extensively studied from thereon (see
e.g. [1] for a recent survey containing several open problems in the area). They are algebraized by
Gödel algebras, with the same axiom defining them. An especially important case of such algebras
are the linear algebras, which are Gödel algebras which lattice reduct is a linear order; throughout
we also refer to these as “linear Heyting algebras”. These algebras enjoy several desirable properties:

1. The variety of Gödel algebras is locally finite;

2. It is primitive, meaning that all extensions of LC are structurally complete [15];

3. Its subdirect irreducible elements are exactly the chains containing a second largest element.

In the following subsections we will analyse some natural questions related to LC.

6.1 Inductive Completeness and Cardinality of Inductive Rule Classes of Gödel
Algebras

As discussed in the Introduction, one natural setting which was studied as an elaboration of
Gödel logic was first-order Gödel logic [5]. Using the results from Section 5 we can give a particularly
simple proof of the admissibility of some such rules:

Example 6.1. Recall from Example 2.4 the Takeuti-Titani “density rule”. As mentioned before,
such a rule is valid in a linear Heyting algebra if and only if it is dense. So by our above remarks,
we obtain:

Corollary 6.2. The density rule is admissible over LC.

Proof. One simply notes that the variety of all Gödel algebras is generated by the dense linear
Heyting algebras, since every finite linear Heyting algebra embeds into a dense one. So by Lemma
5.5 we have the result. ■

This has the following consequence:

Corollary 6.3. The class of Gödel algebras is not inductively complete.
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Proof. It suffices to consider a linear Heyting which does not validate the Takeuti-Titani; simply
consider for instance r3s. ■

We can contrast the former with the proof provided in [23], which involved a delicate syntactic
argument. This indicates that the tools developed in this chapter might be useful in carrying out
proofs of admissibility in other more general settings where, like in LC, there is a good grasp of the
subdirect irreducibles.

Having a theory to discuss Π2-rule systems, it is natural to ask what is the structure of such
systems in the setting of extensions of LC, which as noted above are quite tame. Indeed, as
just mentioned, it is well-known that there are only countably many Gödel logics, all of which are
structurally complete, and all Gödel quasivarieties are already varieties. Additionally, there are also
only countably many first-order Gödel logics [5]. As it turns out, though we do not focus on this
setting in the present paper, there are also only countably many multiple conclusion consequence
relations7.

In this section we will show that the situation for inductive classes changes dramatically, on
precise account of the reflection enforced by @-subalgebras.

For the sequel, given n P ω, denote by rns the unique finite linear Gödel algebra with n many
elements; denote by λn the formula which defines the variety generated by this algebra. The crucial
fact we will need about λn is that for each m, k P ω, we have m ď k, if and only if rms , λk. Given
a subset X Ď ω, write IRpXq for the inductive rule class generated by all rks for k P X.

Lemma 6.4. Let X,Y Ď ω be infinite subsets, and assume that X ‰ Y . Then IRpXq ‰ IRpY q.

Proof. Assume that the inductive class generated by X is the same as the inductive class generated
by Y . Since they are different, assume without loss of generality that rns P IRpXq for n P Y ´X.
By our Theorem 3.10, giving the model theoretic completeness, then rns ď@ P where P “

ś

iPI Mi

where Mi are ultraproducts of algebras in X. Now, by assumption, rns satisfies λn. Hence because
this is a @-subalgebra, P , λn as well, and so will each of its factors, by preservation of equations in
products. Hence by definition of satisfaction of a formula in an ultraproduct, given any Mi there
must be ultrafilter many coordinates where the defining equation is valid; hence, for ultrafilter
many coordinates, the algebra at that coordinate is smaller than or equal to rns.

Now, since n R X, for each Mi, there must be a greatest k ă n such that k P X (and this
must be non-empty, by the assumption on the ultrafilter), and for ultrafilter many coordinates m,
Mipmq “ rks. Hence by Los’ theorem, we have that Mi ( λk.

Since this argument holds regardless of Mi, we have that P ( λk as well. But then we have that
since rns is a subalgebra of P , then rns , λk, from which we obtain that n ď k – a contradiction.
Hence by reductio, we have that rns R IRpXq. ■

Corollary 6.5. There are at exactly 2ℵ0 inductive rule classes of Gödel algebras.

Proof. The former gives us a lower bound, which is an upper bound since inductive rule classes are
bounded by the size of the language. ■

7This result, which is not currently available in the literature, follows from some work communicated to the author
by Ian Hodkinson. The key idea lies in showing that the order on co-trees given by surjective p-morphism (i.e., given
trees T,Q, T ď Q if there is a surjective p-morphism from Q to T ) is a well-partial order, which can be done by
adapting the classical proof of Kruskal’s theorem.
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The former result should sound quite strange indeed if one is used to working with varieties
and quasivarieties of Heyting algebras: it implies that with respect to inductive rule classes, the
order which makes classical logic the unique maximal extension disappears: the inductive rule class
generated by 2 is incomparable with the one generated by 3. Let us look at this situation further.
Throughout we write a{b for pb Ñ aq Ñ b. This connective is frequently used in the literature on
Gödel algebras, for example by [3]. We note the following about a{b, which is easily shown.

Lemma 6.6. For each a, b P H where H is a linear Heyting algebra, we have that:

• If a ă b, then a{b “ 1;

• If b ď a, then a{b “ b.

To give some logical substance to the phenomenon just outlined of the classes being separate,
we will give some examples of inductive rules which separate these classes. For instance, consider
the following:

@pp@qp␣␣q ď q _ pq Ñ p “ 1q

Notice that in 2 this rule fails: we have that 0 ‰ 1, but if q is arbitrary, then ␣␣q “ q ď q _ p.
So the rule fails in this algebra. On the other hand, it is valid in 3: if p ‰ 1, then let a be the
intermediate element, and let q “ a. Then we have that ␣␣q “ 1, whilst q _ p ď a, so the rule
holds.

Also note that ␣␣q « ␣q Ñ q for linear Heyting algebras, which can be written in our notation
as 0{q. More generally, consider the following, which are patterned on rules from [3].

ρn :“ @pp@p1, ..., pnp0{p1 ^ p1{p2 ^ ...^ pn´1{pn ď p1 _ ..._ pn _ pq Ñ p “ 1q

Then we claim that such a rule is valid in rn ` 1s but not rns. To see why it is not valid in rns,
note that given p ‰ 1, in order for the inequality not to hold, then pi`1 Ñ pi can never be 1; hence
pi ă pi`1, which is impossible since this would draw a chain of n` 1 many elements in rns.

On the other hand, rn ` 1s validates this: given p ‰ 1, simply pick precisely the chain of
n many elements from 0 to the element covered by 1. Then pi`1 Ñ pi will always be pi, so
ppi`1 Ñ piq Ñ pi`1 will be 1, this holding for all terms on the left; whilst on the right no element
is 1. More generally, any chain of size greater than or equal to n will validate this rule.

6.2 @-subalgebras of Gödel algebras and Implicit Connectives

Whilst in general the notion of a @-subalgebra appears to be difficult to outline, in the context
of linear Heyting algebras we can provide a more concrete description of such embeddings.

Definition 6.7. Let f : H Ñ H1 be an embedding of linear Heyting algebras. We say that f is
cover-preserving if whenever a ă b then fpaq ă fpbq.

Theorem 6.8. Let f : H Ñ H1 be an embedding of linear Heyting algebras. Then f is a @-
embedding if and only if it is cover-preserving.

Proof. First we note that every @-embedding is cover-preserving. To see this, consider the formula:

@cpa{c^ c{b ď c_ aq
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Assume that a ă b but there is some c such that fpaq ă c and c ă fpbq. Hence note that fpaq{c “ 1
and c{fpbq “ 1, which is not below fpaq _ c; so f could not be a @-embedding. On the other hand,
if c is arbitrary in H; then c ď a or b ď c, and one can verify that the above equation holds. Hence
since f is a @-embedding, we obtain that fpaq ă fpbq.

Now assume that f is a cover-preserving embedding. Let a be some collection of elements in
H; we will show that pH1, faq P SPU pH, aq. This amounts to showing, by a classical result, that
every finite subgraph can be embedded into pH, aq. So let X be such a local subgraph of pH, faq,
and assume without loss of generality that it contains all constants.

Now define an embedding from X to pH, aq as follows: first, send fpaq to a; now for each other
x P X, notice that we can identify this element, in H1, by its position relative to all elements
previously identified. We order the constants as 0, a0, ..., an, 1, and proceed to define the mapping
within the blocks.

So first, assume that only the constants have been defined. We work between 0 and a0, but the
same argument will work wherever. Enumerate the elements ocurring in 0 ă x ă fpa0q, in order,
as x0, ..., xn. Notice that if the interval r0, a0s is finite with cardinality n, then so is the interval
r0, fpa0qs: formally one can prove this by induction, by noting that each element in r0, a0s will be
a cover of the previous element, and using the fact that the map is cover-preserving. Hence if the
interval is finite, we have an onto isomorphism, and can map x0, ..., xn in the same order. If the
interval is infinite, then we can always find new images for the elements.

Proceeding in this way, we have that we can define the map g from X to H1. Such a map is
a local subgraph embedding, since the order is preserved (and hence the meet and join properties
are respected, and so is the implication). Hence pH1, faq P SPU pH, aq and so:

pH1, faq P VpH, aq

Hence by Proposition 3.11, the map f is a @-embedding, as desired. ■

We will have occasion to make use of the above ideas further in the next section. Before that,
we will briefly make a few notes about @-embeddings.

The first concerns the dual meaning of such maps. Whilst in this paper we have focused solely
on the algebraic meaning of maps, readers familiar with Esakia duality will have wondered what the
dual of a @-embedding ought to be. Whilst we are far from a definitive answer, we have a few hints
in this direction: as the reader may verify, when attention is restricted to linear Heyting algebras,
the dual of a @-embedding will be a map which acts as an isomorphism except on limit points of the
space, where it is allowed to collapse entire connected components of the linear order into a single
point. Moreover, such a condition appears to be related to the notion of a local homeomorphism
as discussed in [21].

The second aspect which is worthy to note has to do with the notion of “implicit connectives”.
The reader familiar with Kuznetsov’s ∆-pseudo-Boolean algebras – memorably called by Esakia
“frontons” [16] – will have noted that such embeddings are precisely the ones preserving the frontal
structure whenever it exists. The general behaviour of such “intuitionistic connectives” was studied
by Caicedo and Cignoli [12].

Definition 6.9. Let f : H Ñ H 1 be a map of Heyting algebras. We say that f is a frontal map if
for all a, b P H:

b “
ľ

tq _ q Ñ a : q P Hu and bÑ a ď b
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Then:
fpbq “

ľ

tq _ q Ñ fpaq : q P H 1u and fpbq Ñ fpaq ď fpbq

We can see this easily through the following lemma:

Lemma 6.10. Let H be a Heyting algebra, and p P H. Then we have that:

S0 :“ tq P H : q Ñ p ď qu “ S1 :“ tq _ q Ñ p : q P Hu

Proof. Assume that q Ñ p ď q. Then note that q Ñ p _ q “ q, so S0 Ď S1. On the other hand,
note that:

pq _ q Ñ pq Ñ p “ q Ñ p^ pq Ñ pq Ñ p

ď p

ď q Ñ p

ď q _ q Ñ p

Hence S1 Ď S0. ■

Then we have the following lemma:

Lemma 6.11. Let H and H1 be Heyting algebras and f : H Ñ H 1 a @-embedding. Then f is a
frontal map.

Proof. Consider the following:

@cpb ď c_ cÑ aq and bÑ a ď b

By assumption, if b is the fronton of a, then we must have that:

@cpfpbq ď c_ cÑ fpaqq and fpbq Ñ fpaq ď fpbq

But by an elementary calculation, supported in the above lemma, this shows that f is frontal. ■

In general, being a frontal map does not seem sufficient to be a @-embedding. Hence there is
a natural question to be asked whether the @-embeddings are precisely those which preserve the
implicit connectives in the sense of Cignoli and Caicedo. We leave a full analysis of this situation
for future work.

7 Inductively Complete Inductive Classes and Admissibility of
Π2-rules

In this final section we provide two theorems which provide a silverlining to the complex picture
painted by the previous section: despite the fact that there are continuum many inductive classes
of Gödel algebras, there are only countably many inductively complete ones, which are in 1-1
correspondence with the varieties and quasivarieties. These are precisely the minimal inductive
classes. We also prove that the admissibility problem of Π2-rules for LC is decidable, following from
our work from Section 5, given that LC has a model completion.

Both of our results are consequences of the following technical structure theorem; we note that
Q below denotes the chain of the rationals with a minimal and maximal point added to it.
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Theorem 7.1. Let H be a Gödel algebra. Then either rns ď@ H or Q is a @-subalgebra of an
ultrapower of H.

Proof. Because LC is locally finite, given H we have two options:

1. There is a uniform bound n on the size of chain-subalgebras of H. Then first we claim that
rns ď@ H. It is clear that it is a subalgebra, say through an embedding f . Now pick all
constants n, and we need to show that:

pH, fnq P Vprns, nq.

To see this in turn, pick some finite subalgebra of H containing fn, say pL, fnq. By universal
algebra, we have that

pL, fnq ď
n

ź

i“1

Li

through a subdirect inclusion, in the variety rns, with no added constants, where Li gets its
constants interpreted by forcing their interpretation. Now first notice that pLi, fnpiqq can
only identify constants with 1: indeed if ppfpnqq ‰ 1, and fpnq ‰ fpmq then without loss
of generality, since they are linearly ordered, fpnq ă fpmq, so fpmq Ñ fpnq “ fpnq. If
p : LÑ Li is the homomorphism, then ppfpmq Ñ fpnqq “ ppfpnqq; but if ppfpmqq “ ppfpnqq,
then ppfpmq Ñ fpnqq “ 1, a contradiction.

Hence the constants will appear in Li in the correct order, possibly with some of them identi-
fied with 1. Hence we can take a homomorphic image of rns which obtains an isomorphic copy
to pLi, pfnq. Hence we obtain that pL, fnq will be a subdirect product of such homomorphic
images, and so it will belong to Vprns, nq. Hence we have that each finite subgraph of pH, fnq
belongs to Vprns, nq, which shows, because the latter is then a universal class, that pH, fnq
belongs there as well.

2. There is no bound on the chains. Then note that Q will embed in an ultrapower of H by
usual model theoretic reasoning, using compactness. Hence Q ď D for some such ultrapower.
Then we show that for each collection of constants fa P Q,

pD, faq P VpQ, aq.

The argument proceeds as above, by taking a finite subgraph, pL, faq, which again can be
decomposed into linear factors. The additional argument needed is thaat a forms a linear
subalgebra of Q, from which we then proceed to construct a homomorphism; the argument
concludes then in the same way.

■

7.1 Inductively Complete LC-Inductive Rule Classes

We have shown that LC is not inductively complete, so a natural question arises whether any-
thing can be said about those extensions of it which are inductively complete. For general logical
systems this appears to be a difficult question, but making use of the structural completeness of LC
and the previous structure theorem, we can provide a complete characterisation. This goes through
the following lemma:
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Lemma 7.2. The inductive rule class IRpQq, and the inductive rule classes IRprnsq are all minimal;
they are precisely the minimal inductive classes.

Proof. Assume that K Ď IRpQq and this is non-empty. Assume that they are different; then we
may assume that Q R K. Let H be some element in K, which exists by non-emptiness. By the
previous theorem, if Q did not embed in an ultrapower of H, then rns ď@ H for some n; but this
is a contradiction, since then the equation characterising rns would be valid on a product of dense
linear algebras, a contradiction. So Q embeds in an ultrapower of H; but such an ultrapower will
also be K, and hence, so will Q.

Similarly, assume that K Ď IRprnsq. Again suppose that rns R K. Let H be some algebra in K.
Note that then H must have a uniform bound on its chains (otherwise Q would be in rns, which
is absurd). Moreover this uniform bound must be n, otherwise by the arguments above, rms ď@ H
which would belong to IRprmsq, in violation of Lemma 6.4. Hence by the above result rns ď@ H,
showing that rns P K.

Now assume that K is a minimal class (hence non-empty). Let H be some algebra in K. Then
by the above theorem, either rns P K or Q P K. Since K is minimal, then it will coincide with one
of the former, as desired. ■

From this we get a characterization of the inductively complete inductive rule classes:

Theorem 7.3. The inductively complete inductive rule classes in LC are precisely the minimal
ones.

Proof. Certainly all minimal inductive rule classes are inductively complete, since they do not have
any proper subinductive classes. Now let K be some inductive rule class which is not minimal.
First assume that the algebras in K all have a uniform bound of n. Then note that rns is a proper
subinductive class (because K is not minimal), but the quasivariety generated by it generates the
quasivariety generated by K. Now assume that there is no such bound. Then Q P K, so again
we get the same conclusion by looking at the minimal inductive class IRpQq. Hence K cannot be
inductively complete. ■

One may be interested for an explicit axiomatisation of these classes. To construct an axioma-
tisation of IRprnsq, one may extract such an axiomatisation from an axiomatisation of the model
companion of Vprnsq. In the special case of VpQq, this can be effectively studied using the results
from [13], characterising the model completion of LC, and implies in particular that the Π2-rule
system associated to IRpQq is recursively axiomatisable, and decidable. In both cases, this problem
appears to be difficult and intimately related to the study of the model companions and completions
of such varieties, and therefore it is left outside of the scope of the present article.

7.2 Decidability of Admissibility of Π2-Rules of LC

In [8] the authors studied several procedures to show the decidability of the problem of admis-
sibility of Π2-rules over several logical systems. These concerned rules as outlined in Example 2.3,
which crucially leaves out settings such as the present one. As it turns out, some of the results
presented therein can be generalized. Key to our work will be the connection between hereditary
admissibility and admissibility spelled out in Theorem 5.11. We start with a decidability result
that is somewhat weaker:
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Theorem 7.4. Hereditary Admissibility of Π2-rules over LC is effectively recognizable.

Proof. By Theorem 5.11, this amounts to showing that in the model completion LC˚ we can decide
whether LC˚ ( Γ{2φ. We know that the theory LC˚ will be complete8, which implies that it is
decidable. But additionally, quantifier elimination is effectively recognizable by the same arguments
as used in [8, Corollary 5.7, Lemma 5.8]. Hence, since LC is decidable (and therefore we can decide
the validity of quantifier-free formulas as computed by our theory), this implies the whole problem
is decidable. ■

One immediately obtains that in fact hereditary admissibility of Π2-rules of a system with a
model completion will be effectively recognizable. But one might naturally wonder about admissible
rules which are not hereditarily admissible. As we will show, in the case of LC, the former already
gives us everything we need, since all admissible rules are hereditarily admissible. To see this, we
begin by stating an easy fact.

Proposition 7.5. A rule Γ{2φ is admissible/hereditarily admissible over LC if and only if it is
admissible/hereditarily admissible over the class of linear Heyting algebras.

Proof. Obvious, since LC is generated as an inductive rule class by the linear algebras. ■

Proposition 7.6. Let Γ{2φ be a rule which is not hereditarily admissible over LC. Then Γ{2φ is
derivable in only finitely many chains and no infinite chain.

Proof. If Γ{2φ is not hereditarily admissible, by Theorem 5.10, there is an algebra H which is not
embeddable in an algebra satisfying this rule. Now if each finite chain-factor of H was embeddable
in such an algebra, then any product would be embeddable in a product of the targets, and so H
(which is a subdirect product of its finite chain subalgebras) would also embed there. So not all
chains of H can embed into such an algebra, say, rns does not embed into any such algebra. But
if n ď m and rms can embed there, then so can rns; moreover no infinite chain can embed there,
otherwise all finite chains would embed as well. So there must be only finitely many chains which
embed into such algebras which validate the rule, and a fortriori, only finitely many chains where
the rule is derivable. ■

Now we combine Lemma 5.6, with the facts proven at the end of the last section:

Proposition 7.7. Let Γ{2φ be a rule which is admissible over LC. Then LC is generated as a
variety by the chains validating Γ{2φ.

Proof. By Lemma 5.6 we know that LC is generated by

tH : H ( Γ{2φu.

Now for each such H either it has a bound on chains or it does not. If it does, then if n is such a
bound, rns ď@ H, and so rns ( Γ{2φ, and certainly H can be recovered from rns through operations
generating a variety; if not Q ď@ H and Q certainly also generates H in this manner. So this proves
the result. ■

8Here is a short argument: By exercise 2 of Section 8.3 of Hodges, a first order theory which is model complete
and has the joint embedding property is complete. Now LC certainly has the joint embedding property, and this
implies that its model companion does as well.
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This has the following strong consequence:

Proposition 7.8. Let Γ{2φ be a rule which is admissible over LC. Then the class:

LinX tH : H ( Γ{2φu

must either include Q or cofinally many finite chains.

Proof. Indeed, if not, then there would only be finitely many finite chains in such a set. But then
the variety generated by this finite set of chains would not be LC. ■

Corollary 7.9. Over LC, a rule is admissible if and only if it is hereditarily admissible.

Proof. Assume that Γ{2φ is admissible but not hereditarily admissible. By Proposition 7.6 then
the class of finite chains validating this rule must be finite, and Q cannot validate it. But then this
contradicts Proposition 7.8. ■

Corollary 7.10. Admissibility of Π2-rules over LC is effectively recognizable.

Proof. This follows from Corollary 7.9 together with Theorem 7.4. ■

Note that the previous proof involved a great deal of universal algebraic concepts. Namely:

1. Interpolation and Uniform interpolation (in the form of model completions);

2. Local finiteness of algebras;

3. A Theorem, like Theorem 7.1 which entails that generating classes can always be taken from
the ‘tame ones’ (which in these case are the linear algebras).

It is thus natural to wonder whether these concepts are enough to ground the arguments at
hand. Several questions could be asked in this direction, but we restrict ourselves to one here. We
note that in the above proof the structural completeness of LC is implicitly used. Additionally, it
makes conceptual sense that in the presence of structural completeness the problem of hereditary
admissibility should resemble admissibility – after all, only the Π1-fragment should remain. How-
ever, it is not obvious how one would prove such a general result. Nevertheless, the importance of
such a concept merits the following conjectures, in increasing degree of generality:

Conjecture 7.11. Let L be an intermediate logic which is hereditarily structurally complete. Then
hereditary admissibility is equivalent to admissibility over L.

Conjecture 7.12. Let L be an intermediate logic which is structurally complete. Then hereditary
admissibility is equivalent to admissibility over L.

8 Conclusion

In this article I have proposed an analytic framework to study Π2-rules using tools stemming
from model theory and universal algebra. In it I introduce the notions of a Π2-rule system and an
inductive rule class, and establish an algebraic completeness connecting the two concepts. As an
example use-case, I study Gödel algebras, showing that the present tools allow for easier admissi-
bility proofs for interesting rules like the Takeuti-Titani rule. Additionally, I present a preliminary
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study of inductive rule classes over LC, emphasising two aspects: the structure of the lattice of
inductive rule classes; and admissibility of rules over such classes. Our key contribution in this
respect lies in providing a full characterisation of the inductively complete inductive rule classes,
as well as showing the problem of admissibility of inductive rule classes to be decidable over LC.

In this respect there are several follow-up problems that stem immediately from the current
work. With respect to LC, these concern, for instance, the axiomatisation of the inductively com-
plete rule classes. Given the results presented in this paper, this can be carried out in parallel and
in support of a study of the model companions of the finitely generated varieties of Gödel algebras.
Similarly, it would be interesting to understand how the structure of such inductive rule classes
through a duality-theoretic perspective.

From a theoretical point of view, it would be interesting to understand the connections between
the concepts of hereditary admissibility, admissibility, and the theory of model completions, and the
role of structural completeness in establishing these connections. Moreover, it would be interesting
to understand how such concepts in turn relate to the theory of unification, as pointed out in
[8], and whether Π2-rules can provide logical meaning to natural computational problems of this
sort. Finally, as a more long term ambition, it would be interesting to provide a systematic
definability theory which explains which classes of frames can be captured using Π2-rules, and
providing conditions for such definitions to hold.
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